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Business Objective

Solution Benefits

Agfa HealthCare implemented the SAP Learning Solution in 2006, and while the LMS
met many of their requirements, the company determined that it was still necessary to
continue improving their ability to comply with regulatory requirements in the healthcare
industry. In addition, automating process-related training and providing managers with a
more effective method of tracking training requirements for their teams were also
considered top priorities.

Agfa HealthCare was also able to quickly take advantage of the following enhancements
for LSO included with RegLearn:

Solution Results
As a result of implementing RegLearn, hyperCision’s SAP-certified add-on for the
Learning Solution, Agfa HealthCare’s training administrators are now able to assign and
manage the training requirements of their workforce with much greater efficiency.
RegLearn has enabled Agfa HealthCare to simplify their IT landscape and automate
manual processes, thereby increasing user productivity and accuracy, and reducing their
overall cost of training within a matter of weeks. Most importantly, many of the RegLearn
enhancements designed to increase the SAP Learning Solution’s usability, functionality
and reporting capability have enabled Agfa HealthCare to ensure their absolute
compliance with healthcare industry regulations.

RegLearn enabled us to streamline Agfa HealthCare’s
training processes and meet regulatory standards on
both a global and local level with much less effort.

Nicole Chorus

Academy Learning Platform Manager
Agfa-Gevaert HealthCare GmbH
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Learner Groups provide training
administrators with the flexibility to easily
assign training en masse to the right
target audience.
The Revision Tool automates all of the steps
required for course version management
and notifies employees when learning
content has been updated.
Training administrators are able to effectively
administer and report upon the overall
compliance of employees with a series of
related training requirements.
RegLearn enables Agfa HealthCare to easily
administer and enforce retraining related to
internal observations and other situations

outside of the normal compliance cycle.
An enhanced Learner Portal gives employees
the ability to see their entire training plan in
one simplified view and to easily identify their
top training priorities.

Managers are able to take advantage
of the enhanced capabilities delivered
within RegLearn Manager, including a
training compliance dashboard with
alerts notifying them when their
employees require training.
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RegLearn’s Learning Paths guide
employees through a structured training
plan with options for administrators to
enforce the sequence of employee
training as well as determining the timing
and lternate/minimum requirements for
course completion.

Sales offices and representatives in

Additional Reports and Training Metrics
make it much simpler for training
administrators to track training
compliance.

Agfa HealthCare, a part of the Agfa-Gevaert Group,

over 100 markets worldwide
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is a leading provider of integrated IT solutions,
state-of-theart diagnostic imaging and contrast
media solutions for hospitals and other healthcare

centers.


Agfa HealthCare has over a century of healthcare

experience related to medical imaging and has been
an active player on the healthcare IT market since the
early 1990’s.

